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LUNG FUNCTION STUDIED BY SERVO-CONTROLLED VENTILATOR AND

RESPIRATORY MASS SPECTROMETER

J. Piiper

Recent improvements of various measurement techniques have enabled

physiologists and clinicians to develop and apply more refined methods in

the analysis of normal and pathologial gas exchange function of lungs.

The most versatile method for gas analysis is mass spectrometry which

allows the almost instantaneous and simultaneous determination of the

naturally occurring and foreign gas species in the inspired and expired

gas. In our department a magnetic sector respiratory mass spectrometer has

been constructed on the basis of the mass spectrometer Varian M 3 (MAT,

Bremen, FRG) with redesigned vacuum system and electronics, improving

stability, sensitivity, response speed and mass resulution (Scheid, 1983).

In many cases it is important to accurately relate the gas concentra-

tion, measured by mass spectrometry, to precise time, lung volume and rate

of change of lung volume (« gas flow rate). For this purpose a servo-

controlled ventilator has been developed in our laboratory (Meyer and

SIama, 1983). The device consists of a hydraulically operated cylinder-

piston assembly and solenoid valves that direct inspiratory and expiratory

gas flow and also enable switching to different test gas sources. It can

produce complex breathing maneuvers with preset or programmed flow rates

for inspiration and expiration. In particular, prolonged linear expiration

has been found to be useful in many applications.

With simultaneous application of these techniques a number of new

approaches have become feasible, which will be exemplified by the following

experimental projects recently performed on anesthetized, paralyzed dogs in

our laboratory.

Slope of the alveolar plateau. The origin of the slope of the alveolar

plateau, i.e. gradually changing gas concentration during expiration, is

generally attributed to 3 factors: (1) continuing gtis exchange during
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expiration, (2) local inqualities of alveolar gas concentrations coupled

with sequential expiration, and (3) incomplete intrapuloonary gas mixing

producing axial gradients in the airways. By controlled expiration highly

reproducible alveolar slopes can be obtained for 02, CO2» N2 and various

foreign inert test gases of varied solubility and diffusivity. By appro-

priate experimental conditions the mechanisms underlying the alveolar

slopes can be differentiated and quantified.

Cardiogenic oscillations. Cardiogenic oscillations are small fluctu-

ations of gas concentrations in the alveolar plateau occurring with cardiac

frequency. They are attributed to asynchronous emptying, produced by the

mechanical action of the heart beat, of lung regions with different gas

concentrations. Only during a prolonged and linear expiration reproducible

and quantifiable oscillations are seen. Simultaneous analysis of the

cardiac oscillations of various gases allows one to recognize tfci kind of

alveolar gas inhomogeneity underlying the oscillations.

Pulmonary diffusing, capacity by rebreathing. By rebreathing, i.e.

breathing in closed system, a number of important parameters (lung volume,

lung tissue volume, pulmonary capillary blood flow, diffusing capacity) can

be determined when appropriate test gases are used (insoluble or soluble

inert gases, O2, CO2, CO; since the abundant isotope of CO has the same

mass number as N2 (28), a stable CO isotope,
 l 3C 1 6O, 12ci80 or 1 3C 1 8O, must

be used). For accurate analysis, constant tidal volume and expiration flow

rate are required. We have recently simultaneously determined the diffusing

capacities for CO (carbon monoxide) and HO (nitric oxide). Their comparison

allows one to define the alveolar-capillary diffusion limitation more

accurately than by the CO method alone.
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